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Central Management System 

• ZOOM includes a host of tools to monitor WAN circuits, 
perform SLA test, and report on the score of the circuit. 

• ZOOM automatically detects new custom installations and 
provides details onsite device reporting. 

• ZOOM enables our partners and their customers to quickly 
see their entire WAN network, status, usage, and 
performance statistics. 
 

 
The ZeroOutages Global Management system is an easy 

to use tool for monitoring customer networks. 

 
WAN Management & Reporting 



Single Global View 

  How It Works: The ZOOM portal provides your customers 
with a single view for all of their deployed appliances.   

 

 Customers can quickly and easily track network issues, 
check on bandwidth usage and whether the provider is 
meeting their service level agreements. 



Vivo WAN Monitoring 

  How It Works: The Vivo service performs over 10 different 
WAN circuit tests in order to determine the quality of the 
customers connection to the Internet. 

 

 Vivo then uses an algorithm in order to score the circuit 
and determine how well it is performing. If the circuit is 
under-performing credits may be issued. 



Automated Device Reporting 

  How It Works: When a new customer is turned up with an 
onsite ZeroOutages appliance, the appliance will 
automatically report back to the ZOOM portal.   

 

 The appliance will provide detailed network reporting 
information which the customer can monitor. 



WAN Circuit Speed Tests 

  How It Works: The ZOOM portal can perform speed tests 
after-hours with our onsite device in order to obtain 
relative throughput performance for a customer.   

 

 This testing is used to help determine the cause if a 
customer is having a problem with their Internet link. 



Bandwidth Usage Reporting 

  How It Works: Customers can quickly view how much 
bandwidth they are using and which applications are using 
the most bandwidth. 

 

 Bandwidth usage can be viewed over time (day, week, 
month, year) in order to determine when to upgrade. 



Detailed Network Information 

  How It Works: Customers can see exactly how the onsite 
WAN gateway appliance is configured and see how each 
link is being utilized, status of Site2Site tunnels, etc. 

 

 Customers can request changes to the gateway appliance 
based on the configuration displayed in the ZOOM portal. 



Real-Time SLA Reporting 

  How It Works: Each onsite WAN gateway appliance can 
perform application specific SLA testing, i.e. they can test 
to a specific cloud service, website, or server. 

 

 This testing data is then sent back to the ZOOM portal for 
customers to view under the Reporting tab. 



ZeroOutages Onsite WAN Gateway 

 These platforms integrate with our ZOOM portal so that 
all of the detailed reporting information collected by the 
appliance is sent to the portal.  This information can then 
be viewed by our partners and their customers. 

The ZeroOutages Active/Failover and Site2Site services 
are deployed with  using our WAN gateway appliances. 



ZOOM Improves Quality 

 ZeroOutages ZOOM portal provides 
our partners and their customers the 
tools needed to better understand 
their WAN deployments and provide 
a comprehensive solution for WAN 
management. 

 When ZeroOutages is deployed with our onsite WAN gateway 
appliances, our customers can receive detailed network reporting, 
usage monitoring, SLA performance metrics, and application 
availability alerts… all in real-time 24 hours a day. 

“Comprehensive WAN management and monitoring.” 



Contact your ZeroOutages representative or 
visit our website, http://www.zerooutages.com, 
for more information or to begin an evaluation. 


